Abstract. In paper [L], a question asked in [D] has been answered first by proving that: if X is normal and first countable, then every countably generated z-ideal of C(X) is pure; then, by giving an example of a nonpure countably generated z-ideal of C(X) in a à-compact (hence normal) but not first countable space X.
1. The classes <S and ß. Let % be the class of topological spaces B which are disjoint unions (but not topological sums) of three subspaces C, D, E, with the properties:
(P1) C = w X D (w is the discrete space of natural numbers); (P") there exists g: B -, R continuous such that Z(g) = D and g is constant on the sets {«} X D c C for each n E a; (P111) if /: B ->• R is continuous and vanishes for every « E w on a point («, dn) E C then/vanishes at some point of D; (P1V) D c intB(B \ C). Fix a bijection u: a -, w X w, u(s) = (sx, s^. For each B E <35 let A(B) = B X w X w.
Let p: A(7?) -» A(7?) be the (noncontinuous) map which is the identity on (B \ D) X u X u and maps the point x = (d, n, m) E D X u X « into the point p(x) = ((«,, d), n2, m + 1) E C X u X w. Clearly p is idempotent (i.e., p <> p = p).
We define X(B) as the quotient of A(B) by the equivalence relation which identifies x and p(x), for every x E A(B).
The spaces X(B) with B running over % form the class ß. We note that the class 9> (and hence the class ß) is nonvoid: in fact, the "book" B of [L] satisfies (P1)-^™) with C the "top section", D the "back"; moreover X(B) for such a "book" B is exactly the space X of [L] . Proof. The function/ ° q: A -*R vanishes at every point ofC XwX {1}. Then by property (Pm) it vanishes at a point of D X {k} X {1} for every k E <o. By the equivalence relation,/ ° q vanishes at a point ((«, d^), h, 2) E C X {h} X {2} for every « E u; then by (Pm) it vanishes at a point of D X {«} X {2}; and so on.
Then by Lemma 1.2 of [L] , we have Proposition 2.1. If X E ß then C(X) has a nonpure countably generated z-ideal.
3. Construction of a B G % such that X(B) is a T3i (also zero-dimensional) first countable space. We put fl = w", C = w X D and E = «XwX D X D; and 7¿ = (wX«X7>x7>)u(fa)XD)u7J> with the topology given by: with k running over w. It may be verified that each countable neighbourhood base, as given, consists of clopen sets; hence B is a T2 zero-dimensional first countable space.
Lemma 3.1. B E %.
Proof. Properties (P1) and (PIV) are obvious. Property (P11). Define <i>: B -» 7? to be zero on D and put <p(m, n, p, q) = 2'" and <K«,p) = 2-". Property (Pm). Let/: B -h> R be continuous and letp" E D such that/(«,p") = 0. Then there exists kn such that on the set {kn} X {«} X D X {pn} the function |/| is smaller than 1/«. Now if p = (kn)n we have/(p) = 0.
As we have said in §2, X(B) consists of the equivalence classes {n, p(x)} of A(7?) with x running over (E u TJ) X a X u.
If x E E X to X <o, we have x = p(x) and the point x is isolated in A(7i) and so in X(B). If x E D XwXtowe can take the union of a neighbourhood of type (III) of x with one of type (II) of p(x); this union is clopen in A(7?) and q*~ ° q stable: then also q(x) has clopen neighbourhood base in X(B). If x E C X w X {1}, we have p(x) = x and it suffices to take the neighbourhood base of x of type (III).
This proves that X(B) is a first countable Hausdorff zero-dimensional space.
4. Locally compact normal space.
Lemma 4.1. If X is locally compact, then every countably generated z-ideal I of C(X) has a sequence of generators f0, /" . . . such that int xZ(fn) D Z(fn+x)for every nEN.
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1.5 of [L] . Let g0, g" . . . be a sequence of generators of 7 with (g0) c (gx) C . . . and g0 <gx < . . . . Assume that intxZ(g0) fails to contain any Z(gn); then for each « there exists ap" E clxcozj(g¿) n Z(g"). Let Vn be a compact neighbourhood of p" in X. There is a sequence x¿ E V" with 0 * |g0(x^)| < |g"(x^)| < \/m. B" = dx{x¿: m E N) is compact. Besides Bn \ {x^: m E N) is not void and is contained in Z(g"). Now Sn = clßxZ(g0) u B" is a closed subset of ßX; the function which is zero on clßXZ(g0) and is |g"CO|1/2 on {x£: m E N) is continuous on Sn; hence it has a continuous extension «* E C(ßX). Let «" = hf\X. Put « = S"_0(Ä" A 2""); by uniform convergence « G C(A^). Clearly Z(h) D Z(g0); but « cannot be a multiple (in C(X)) of any g". For if « = wg¿, as in [L, Lemma 1.5] we see that u cannot be continuous at any point of B" \ {x^: m E N).
Then by [L, 1.3(h) ] we have Proposition 4.2. If X is normal and locally compact, then every countably generated z-ideal of C(X) is pure.
